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Children’s Learning
Robert S. Siegler

Carnegie Mellon University

A new field of children’s learning is emerging. This new
field differs from the old in recognizing that children’s
learning includes active as well as passive mechanisms
and qualitative as well as quantitative changes. Children’s
learning involves substantial variability of representations
and strategies within individual children as well as across
different children. The path of learning involves the
introduction of new approaches as well as changes in the
frequency of prior ones. The rate and the breadth of
learning tend to occur at a human scale, intermediate
between the extremes depicted by symbolic and
connectionist models. Learning has many sources; one that
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is particularly promising for educational purposes is self-
explanations. Overall, contemporary analyses show that
learning and development have a great deal in common.

Learning has always been a central part of childhood, but
the study of learning has only sometimes been a central
part of developmental psychology. Classic theorists such as
Vygotsky, Dewey, Skinner, and Bandura highlighted the
role of children’s learning, and the subject was a major
focus of developmental research through the 1960s. With
the demise of learning theories, however, the study of chil-
dren’s learning drastically declined, to the point where a
review of the field in the 1983 Handbook of Child Psychol-
ogy noted that “by the mid-1970s, articles on children’s
learning dwindled to a fraction of the number that had
been published in the previous decade, and by 1980 it was
necessary to search with diligence to uncover any articles
at all” (Stevenson, 1983, p. 213). There were good reasons
for this decreased emphasis on children’s learning, includ-
ing both the deficiencies of the learning theory approaches
themselves and the appeal of alternative theories of devel-
opment, such as Piaget’s, that did not emphasize learning.
However, the near disappearance of the area left a hole in
developmental psychology’s depiction of child development.

The great theoretical questions sometimes leave the
spotlight, but they always return. A new and vigorous field
of children’s learning has arisen and is generating intrigu-
ing empirical discoveries and theoretical insights. In this
article, I sketch this emerging field and some of the discov-
eries and insights that it has already yielded.

Death and Rebirth of the Field of Children’s Learning

The withering of the area of children’s learning after about
1970 had a number of sources. One was the basic depic-
tion of children as passive, inactive organisms; this flew in
the face of discoveries about the active and constructive
nature of much of cognition that was evident not only in
Piaget’s studies but also in studies of adult information
processing (e.g., Bransford & Johnson, 1973). A second
major problem was that the tasks studied by learning theo-
rists had little ecological validity; they tended to be simple
nonverbal problems that bore, at best, an abstract resem-
blance to the tasks that children encounter in the everyday
environment. A third serious problem was the lack of dra-
matic and compelling discoveries emerging from the field.

The new field of children’s learning is quite different in
all three respects. Children are recognized as using both
active and passive learning mechanisms. They actively
strive to construct strategies to solve novel problems
(Siegler & Jenkins, 1989) and reflect on their successes
and failures (Kuhn & Franklin, in press), but they also ben-
efit from statistical learning, associative learning, pattern
recognition, and other passive mechanisms (Saffran, in

press). Contemporary models often depict how active and
passive mechanisms work together to produce a single ac-
quisition. For example, Shrager and Siegler’s (1998) and
Siegler and Araya’s (2005) computer simulations have de-
picted mathematics learning as reflecting both associative
mechanisms, which link strategies to the speed and accu-
racy that they produce on various types of problems, and
metacognitive mechanisms, which are important for gener-
ating new strategies. The passive and active mechanisms
within the models interact to produce learning. Growing
associative strength frees working-memory capacity and
thus makes possible generation of new strategies; the new
strategies, in turn, influence subsequent formation of
associations.

A second distinguishing characteristic of the new field
of children’s learning is that the tasks that receive the most
attention tend to be taken from the everyday environment:
reaching; locomoting up and down ramps; finding hidden
objects; solving math and science problems; forming bio-
logical, psychological, numerical, and spatial concepts; and
so on.

Probably most important, the new field has yielded a
number of intriguing and often counterintuitive find-
ings—for example, that new strategies are often discovered
when existing strategies are yielding successful perfor-
mance and that new strategies are often used only sporadi-
cally at first, even when children can explain the advan-
tages of the new approaches (Karmiloff-Smith, 1979;
Siegler & Jenkins, 1989). These and other findings have
emerged consistently across a wide range of domains and
age groups and in the studies of investigators of varied
theoretical persuasions—Piagetian, information processing,
sociocultural, and dynamic systems among them.

Progress in understanding children’s learning has been
greatly enhanced by the advent of microgenetic methods
(Miller & Coyle, 1999; Siegler, in press). Such methods
have three main properties: Observations span the period of
rapidly changing competence; within this period, the den-
sity of observations is high relative to the rate of change of
the phenomena of interest; and observations are intensively
analyzed, with the goal of inferring the representations and
processes that gave rise to the learning. The high density
of observations is probably the essential feature for under-
standing the learning process. Learning tends to follow ir-
regular paths involving regressions as well as progress,
short-lived transitional approaches, inconsistent patterns of
generalization, and other complexities. Because of this
complexity, the only way to determine how children learn
is to follow them closely while they are learning. Microge-
netic methods often examine the acquisition process on a
trial-by-trial basis, which allows the fine level of detail
needed to identify exactly when children first use new
strategies, the events that led up to the discovery, how the
discovery was generalized, and other specifics of learning.
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The exact methods used to assess children’s strategies
and representations vary with the ages of the children be-
ing studied. Trial-by-trial assessments for children four
years old and younger have usually relied entirely on vid-
eotaped records of overt behavior. Such data have been
used to study infants’ motor development, toddlers’ prob-
lem solving, and preschoolers’ counting, memory, and at-
tentional strategies. Assessments for children five years old
and older have usually relied on a combination of video-
taped recordings of ongoing behavior and immediately ret-
rospective self-reports of “how I solved that problem.” The
overt behavior is the basis of classification on trials on
which it provides unambiguous evidence of which strategy
or representation was used; the verbal reports are used on
trials on which overt behavior is absent or ambiguous. This
combination yields reliable and valid assessments of strat-
egy use in a great many situations, including arithmetic,
spelling, time telling, serial recall, and scientific reasoning
(Siegler, in press). In particular, verbal reports allow accu-
rate and nonreactive identification of strategy use on trials
on which overt behavior is absent or ambiguous, and they
converge with (and help explain) data from other measures,
such as solution times and error patterns (McGilly &
Siegler, 1990; Robinson, 2001; Siegler, 1987).

Because of the detail they provide about changing com-
petence, microgenetic data have stimulated the progress of
a number of developmental theories that emphasize learn-
ing. These include dynamic systems (Smith, Thelen, Titzer,
& McLin, 1999), sociocultural (Granott, 2002), and over-
lapping waves (Siegler, 1996) approaches. The last of these
can be used to illustrate the kinds of theories of children’s
learning that are emerging.

The basic assumption of overlapping waves theory is
that both learning and development are processes of vari-
ability, choice, and change. As illustrated in Figure 1, chil-
dren are viewed as typically knowing and using a variety
of strategies for solving a given problem at a given time.
With age and experience, some strategies become less fre-
quent (Strategy 1), others become more frequent (Strategy
5), and some become more frequent and then less frequent
(Strategy 2). New strategies are discovered (Strategies 3
and 5), and some older strategies cease to be used (Strat-
egy 1). Sometimes all of these phenomena can be seen
within a single study (e.g., Siegler, 1995).

One advantage of overlapping waves theory is that it
provides a means of integrating qualitative and quantitative
aspects of learning within the same framework. The ap-
proach recognizes that children generate qualitatively dif-
ferent strategies and concepts; it also recognizes that much
of development results from quantitative shifts in the fre-
quency of use of strategies and concepts, the adaptiveness
of choices among them, and the efficiency of their use.
Children’s learning clearly involves both qualitative and
quantitative changes; there is no reason for the field of

children’s learning to focus on one to the exclusion of the
other.

Overlapping waves theory also makes several assump-
tions that are not evident in Figure 1. One such assumption
is that from early in learning, children usually choose
adaptively among strategies; that is, they choose strategies
that fit the demands of problems and circumstances and
that yield desirable combinations of speed and accuracy,
given the strategies and available knowledge that children
possess. Children may not know any strategies that yield
accurate and fast performance on a given task, but they
usually choose adaptively among the strategies they do
know. Strategy choices sometimes become even more
adaptive with experience in using the strategies. For exam-
ple, from the beginning of their experience with ramps,
toddlers adjust their descent strategies to the steepness of
the particular ramp (Adolph, 1997). They use quicker but
riskier means of locomotion (e.g., walking) on shallower
ramps and slower but surer strategies (e.g., lying down on
the ramp and sliding feet first) on steeper ones. With age
and locomotor experience, infants’ descent strategies be-
come even more finely calibrated to a ramp’s slope
(Adolph, 1997). However, as with many types of learning,
the improvement is linked to specific contexts; the increas-
ingly adaptive strategy choices that are acquired in the pe-
riod when crawling is the toddlers’ predominant mode of
locomotion need to be reacquired when walking becomes
the predominant mode.

Overlapping waves theory suggests that learning can be
profitably analyzed along five dimensions: path, rate,
breadth, source, and variability. The path of learning is the
sequence of knowledge states, representations, or predomi-
nant behaviors that children use while gaining competence.

Figure 1
The Overlapping Waves Model
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The rate of learning concerns the amount of time or expe-
rience needed for a given acquisition. The breadth of
learning involves the range of problems and contexts to
which approaches are generalized. The source of learning
involves the causes that set learning in motion. The vari-
ability of learning refers to the changing set of strategies
used by individual children as well as to individual differ-
ences in the other dimensions. The rest of this article uses
these five dimensions of cognitive change as a framework
for organizing findings that are emerging from contempo-
rary studies of children’s learning.

Variability of Learning

Perhaps the most consistent phenomenon that has emerged
in contemporary studies of children’s learning is the great
variability that exists within the thinking of each individ-
ual. It has long been known that different people use dif-
ferent approaches; however, trial-by-trial assessments have
also revealed that the same person often thinks about the
same type of problem in multiple ways, especially during
learning experiences. One particularly striking example
came from a study of how fifth graders and adults learn
scientific experimentation skills; participants changed their
minds an average of 14 times about whether a specific
variable exercised a causal influence (Schauble, 1996).
Substantial cognitive variability is present even within a
single person solving a single problem on two occasions
close in time. For example, when presented with the same
single-digit addition problems on two occasions within the
same week, preschoolers switched strategies on one third
of the problems; the same was true for second graders
asked to tell time on an analog clock (Siegler & McGilly,
1989; Siegler & Shrager, 1984). The cognitive variability
cannot be explained entirely in terms of learning. In these
and other studies in which children used different strategies
on identical problems on two occasions close in time,
40%–45% of the changes were from more advanced to
less advanced approaches rather than from less advanced to
more advanced ones (Siegler, in press). The overall trend
of learning is toward greater use of more advanced ap-
proaches, but many regressions occur along the way.

Such within-subject variability has been found in the
strategies of children of a wide range of ages in a wide
range of contexts: infants’ locomotion (Adolph, 1997), tod-
dlers’ tool use (Chen & Siegler, 2000), preschoolers’ selec-
tive attention and categorical recall (Coyle & Bjorklund,
1997; Miller & Aloise-Young, 1995), school-age children’s
and adults’ mathematical and scientific reasoning strategies
(Alibali, 1999; Schauble, 1996), and many others. The
variability is not limited to use of one strategy on one trial
and another strategy on another; it is also seen within a
single trial. For example, children frequently express one
strategy in speech and another in gesture on the same trial
(Church, 1999). They also often generate multiple explana-

tions for the same outcome, some of them contradictory
(Siegler, 1995).

This variable strategy use might be viewed as a mere
piece of minutia—necessary for accurate description but of
no broader importance. However, high initial variability
often has been found to be predictive of subsequent learn-
ing, and it appears to be causally related to it. The number
of different strategies used on a pretest is positively related
to subsequent learning by children and adults on number
conservation, serial-recall, and gear-rotation tasks (Coyle &
Bjorklund, 1997; Perry & Elder, 1997; Siegler, 1995). The
same relation is present within a single trial; use of two or
more visibly different strategies, different explanations, or
gesture–speech mismatches on a trial is positively related
to subsequent learning (Siegler, in press). Moreover, exper-
imental conditions that promote learning frequently lead to
heightened variability of strategies before they lead to
greater accuracy or shorter solution times (Siegler, 2002).

Several explanations have been advanced for the posi-
tive relation of within-child variability to subsequent learn-
ing. Dynamic systems theories postulate that systems
change only after becoming unstable; increased strategic
variability is a form of instability, and learning is a form of
change (Thelen & Corbetta, 2002). Another hypothesis,
advanced to account for the positive relation of gesture–
speech mismatches to learning, is that simultaneous activa-
tion of competing representations leads to extension of the
more advanced representation to both modalities (Goldin-
Meadow & Alibali, 2002). A third hypothesis, generated
within overlapping waves theory, is that new strategies are
often constructed from components of existing approaches;
such a construction process is more likely when both rele-
vant strategies have been used recently and, thus, are rela-
tively active (Siegler & Araya, 2005).

Path of Learning

Piagetian, theory-theory, and some information-processing
approaches propose that children progress through regular
developmental sequences on their way to mastery of many
concepts and problem-solving skills. Young children dis-
play a rudimentary understanding, somewhat older children
a somewhat more advanced understanding, yet older chil-
dren a yet more advanced understanding, and so on.

The developmental sequences construct was formulated
to account for age-related change. However, children gen-
erate highly similar sequences of qualitatively distinct ap-
proaches over much shorter time periods in the context of
learning experiments. This has been documented for se-
quences of balance-scale rules (Siegler & Chen, 1998),
scientific experimentation strategies (Kuhn, Garcia-Mila,
Zohar, & Anderson, 1995), mathematical equality strategies
(Goldin-Meadow & Alibali, 2002), representations of the
living things concept (Opfer & Siegler, 2004), and numer-
ous other problems.
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The omnipresent within-child variability described in the
previous section indicates that in learning as in develop-
ment, the idea that children progress from one approach to
a second approach to a third approach is too simple. How-
ever, a somewhat more complex version of the develop-
mental-sequence idea remains valuable for understanding
development and learning. Within this version, develop-
mental sequences involve changing distributions of ap-
proaches rather than substitution of one approach for an-
other; development and learning involve not only the type
of qualitative change involved in traditional ideas about
developmental sequences but also quantitative trends in the
frequency of existing approaches.

The microgenetic designs used in contemporary studies
of learning also have allowed discovery of short-lived tran-
sition strategies that were not evident in previous studies of
age-related change that sampled changing competence less
frequently. For example, when toddlers progress beyond
their first 50 words and begin to acquire new words rap-
idly, they generate naming errors at a much higher rate
than either before or after (Gershkoff-Stowe & Smith,
1997). Similarly, when presented with problems of the
form a � b � b, second graders at first add and subtract
the three numbers and later adopt an insight strategy: Just
say the first number, because adding and subtracting the
same number invariably leaves that number unchanged
(Siegler & Stern, 1998). In between, there is a brief transi-
tion period during which children’s solution times demon-
strate that they are using the insight strategy (the times are
too short for the children to have added and subtracted) but
during which children continue to say that they added and
subtracted; in other words, they have had the insight, but at
an unconscious rather than a conscious level. This strategy
is present only for three to five trials after children’s solu-
tion times plunge below the level required to add and sub-
tract. It is not surprising that this short-lived strategy was
not discovered until learning was analyzed trial by trial.

Another way that recent studies of learning have en-
hanced understanding of the path of change is by casting
doubt on whether hypothesized transition states occur. In
one such study, Opfer and Siegler (2004) examined five-
year-olds’ understanding of the concept of living things.
All three types of reasoning described by Piaget and other
investigators—that all things are alive, that only animals
are alive, and that animals and plants are alive—were seen
in this study as well. Rather than progressing through these
forms of reasoning in the order listed above, as had previ-
ously been hypothesized, children who began the study by
categorizing all things as alive progressed directly to classi-
fying both plants and animals as alive without going
through the hypothesized intermediate state of classifying
only animals as alive. Other children first classified only
animals as alive and later classified plants as well as ani-
mals as alive, but there was no evidence that these children

had ever classified all things as alive. Thus, acquisition of
the living things concept may involve two paths—each
involving two approaches—rather than a single path in-
volving three approaches.

This is not the only case in which different children
have been found to learn via different pathways (e.g.,
Spencer, Vereijken, Diedrich, & Thelen, 2000). However,
the more common finding is that different children progress
via the same path. This can be seen in comparing the paths
of learning of children of different ages who begin experi-
ments using the same rules or strategies. In learning how
to use tools to obtain a toy, both one-year-olds and two-
year-olds typically progress through the same sequence of
strategies (Chen & Siegler, 2000), as do four-year-olds and
five-year-olds learning how to predict the actions of bal-
ance scales (Siegler & Chen, 1998) and 10-year-olds and
adults learning to solve scientific reasoning problems
(Kuhn et al., 1995). Older individuals tend to start farther
along the path and to progress farther in response to the
same experience, but the path usually is the same.

Another interesting discovery regarding the path of
change has been that generation of new ways of thinking is
constrained by conceptual understanding. Rather than
learning being a process of trial and error, in which both
inappropriate and appropriate strategies are attempted,
learners frequently generate appropriate strategies without
generating inappropriate ones (Siegler, 1995; Siegler &
Jenkins, 1989). This is especially likely to occur when chil-
dren possess goal sketches that indicate the objectives that
appropriate strategies in a domain must meet (Siegler &
Crowley, 1994; Thornton, 1999).

Detailed examination of the path of change also has
yielded insights into the mechanisms that underlie learning.
For example, Siegler and Svetina (2002) found that in
solving matrix-completion problems, five- and six-year-olds
rejected a dominant incorrect strategy well before they first
generated a correct strategy. This was evident in the chil-
dren’s error patterns. After a prolonged period of generat-
ing the error yielded by the dominant incorrect approach
on about 70% of trials, children chose approximately ran-
domly among the six response alternatives for about a
dozen trials. Both the previously dominant error and the
correct alternative were chosen on about one sixth of trials
during this period. Then the children discovered a correct
approach, which they used on more than 80% of subse-
quent trials. This example, as well as similar findings on
other tasks (Siegler, in press), indicates that rejection of
existing approaches and generation of new ones are sepa-
rate processes.

Rate of Learning

Debates about the rate of learning—for example, whether it
is always gradual or can occur very rapidly, even within a
single trial—were already prominent in the heyday of
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learning theory. The controversy has continued to the
present—for example, in the ongoing debate between con-
nectionists, whose models typically learn very slowly, and
symbolic modelers, whose models typically learn rapidly.
For example, Newell’s (1990) symbolic model learned new
balance-scale rules in a single trial, whereas McClelland’s
(1995) connectionist model required thousands of trials to
learn each new rule. Neither time grain is plausible; most
children learn the rules modeled in these simulations at an
in-between rate, ranging from a few trials to 20 or 30
(Siegler & Chen, 1998). This rate seems to be characteris-
tic of human-scale acquisition of many new rules and
strategies.

The recognition that learners often progress through a
sequence of increasingly advanced ways of thinking has
led to a conceptual distinction between two senses of the
rate of learning: the amount of time or experience before
the first use of a new approach and the amount of time–
experience before learning reaches its asymptotic level.
The first might be labeled the rate of discovery, the second
the rate of uptake. The distinction is important, because the
two rates are related loosely if at all. Some learning situa-
tions correspond to the stereotype of Archimedes brooding
on a problem for a prolonged period and then exclaiming
“Eureka” after entering the bath: Discovery of the new ap-
proach takes a long time, but uptake is almost instanta-
neous. For example, the six-year-olds in Siegler and
Svetina (2002) took an average of 50 trials before they
discovered a correct strategy for solving matrix-completion
problems, but they used it consistently thereafter. In other
cases, discovery is rapid but uptake is slow. In Siegler and
Stern (1998), for example, second graders took only an
average of 7 trials to discover an insight strategy for solv-
ing a � b � b problems, but they did not use the strategy
consistently even 100 trials later.

Experimental conditions also affect the two rates of
learning differently. Some manipulations affect one but not
the other; for example, in Siegler and Jenkins (1989), en-
countering challenge problems, which could be solved eas-
ily via a new strategy but not by previously available ones,
did not affect the rate of discovery but did increase the rate
of uptake. In other cases, a variable has opposite effects on
the two rates: In Opfer and Siegler (2004), for example,
one experimental condition led to slower discoveries but
faster uptake than did the other two conditions.

Children’s learning tends to differ from both connec-
tionist and symbolic simulation models not only in the rate
of discovery but also in the rate of uptake. In both types of
simulation models, once advanced rules are discovered,
they are used consistently (unless replaced by yet more
advanced rules). In contrast, children’s discovery of new
rules is often only the beginning of learning. The rate of
uptake typically is slow even when identical problems are
presented. For example, in Siegler (1995), among those

beginning conservers who relied on the type of transforma-
tion to solve a number-conservation problem, only 43%
again relied on the type of transformation when the identi-
cal problem was presented two sessions later. The slow
uptake occurs even when children can explain why the new
approach is superior (Siegler & Jenkins, 1989). A variety
of factors influence the rate of uptake—for example, the
rate tends to be faster for older children than for younger
ones and faster for new strategies that offer large advan-
tages in accuracy than for new strategies that have smaller
advantages—but in most cases, the uptake of new ways of
thinking is quite slow (Siegler, in press).

Breadth of Learning

Many educators and psychologists interested in education
have lamented the narrowness and lack of transfer of chil-
dren’s learning (e.g., Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999).
Much less has been written, however, about the fact that
children’s learning also tends to be far from literal. One
reason for the emphasis on the lack of transfer may be a
tendency to define “transfer problems” as tasks on which
useful, known strategies are rarely applied and to view
tasks on which useful strategies are quickly extended to
novel problems as not requiring transfer. Viewed more dis-
passionately, just as there seems to be a human-scale rate
of learning, there also seems to be a human-scale breadth
of learning—broader than the exact context in which the
new approach was learned but narrower than the full set of
contexts where it could be useful.

To arrive at the ideal breadth of learning, children must
not only generalize the new approach to the full range of
situations in which it applies, they must also not generalize
the new approach to situations in which it does not apply.
The challenge that this presents can be seen in findings
regarding generalization of new strategies for solving math-
ematical equality problems of the form A � B � C �
_____ � C. On the one hand, many third and fourth grad-
ers who learn to solve this problem fail to transfer their
new understanding of the equal sign to structurally parallel
A � B � C � _____ � C problems (Alibali, 1999). On
the other hand, many children of this age who learn to
solve A � B � C � _____ � C problems correctly by
adding A � B then go on to inappropriately generalize that
solution strategy to problems such as A � B � C �
_____ � D, where it yields incorrect answers (Siegler,
2002). The 9- and 10-year-olds’ difficulty in underextend-
ing their strategy in some situations and overextending it in
others closely resembles 2-year-olds’ tendency to underex-
tend and overextend the same word (Bowerman, 1982). As
with many aspects of learning, the same types of difficul-
ties arise at different ages, though older children tend to
overcome the difficulties more quickly (Siegler, in press).

Although generalizing appropriately poses large chal-
lenges, children sometimes establish the ideal breadth of
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learning quite rapidly. One area in which this occurs is
learning how to design scientific experiments that separate
the contributions of different variables. Children who have
learned to design such experiments in one area often ex-
tend their knowledge appropriately to other areas without
any additional instruction (Chen & Klahr, 1999; Kuhn et
al., 1995). In general, the breadth of learning tends to be
greatest when new approaches yield dramatic improve-
ments in accuracy. The breadth also tends to be greater
when the new approach is applicable to all problems pre-
sented during learning than when the strategy is only appli-
cable to some of the problems (Siegler & Stern, 1998).

Sources of Learning

At times, efforts to solve problems produce learning even
in the absence of feedback or instruction. This has been
seen for theory-of-mind inferences, scientific reasoning,
analogical reasoning, memory strategies, map drawing, the
game of 20 questions, and rediscovery of the decimal sys-
tem following brain injury (Siegler, in press).

Feedback generally promotes learning beyond the level
that occurs through problem solving in the absence of feed-
back, but contrary to the usual depiction, children often
generate new strategies even when existing strategies are
yielding correct performance—and, therefore, positive feed-
back—on the immediately preceding problems (Karmiloff-
Smith, 1979; Siegler & Jenkins, 1989). Necessity some-
times is the mother of invention, but inventions also arise
without external necessity.

One source of learning that has received a great deal of
recent attention is self-explanation—attempts to explain for
oneself the causes of events. Children who seek causal un-
derstanding of a domain both learn and remember better
than do peers who do not seek such understanding. This
finding has led to the question of whether prompting ran-
domly chosen children to seek causal understanding would
improve their learning as well.

The answer is yes. On a wide range of tasks, asking
children to explain why observed events occurred or why
the experimenter said that a given answer was correct pro-
motes greater learning than does receiving feedback, read-
ing the textbook twice, or spending more time on the task
(Aleven & Koedinger, 2002; Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu, & La-
Vancher, 1994). The problems on which this self-explana-
tion effect has been found include number conservation,
mathematical equality, map drawing, geometry, balance
scales, and understanding the functioning of the cardiac
system. Moreover, asking learners to explain both why cor-
rect answers are correct and why incorrect answers are in-
correct leads to even greater learning than does only asking
why correct answers are correct (Siegler, 2002). Prompting
such self-explanations has an especially large effect on
problems that are relatively far from those on which learn-
ing originally occurred (Alibali, 1999; Siegler, 2002), an

effect that suggests that such questions lead to deeper un-
derstanding of the causal and structural relations in the do-
main than does feedback alone.

Explanatory activity enhances learning through several
mechanisms. At a general level, the effect seems to arise
through increased depth of processing. More specifically,
explanatory activity increases learners’ likelihood of gener-
ating any explanation for their observations, and it also
motivates them to probe deeper when they do seek an ex-
planation. For example, when third and fourth graders were
presented with mathematical equality problems of the form
A � B � C � _____ � C and given feedback on the cor-
rectness of their answers, children who were also asked to
explain both why correct answers were right and why in-
correct answers were wrong generated more explanations
and deeper ones than did children who were either asked to
explain correct answers or to explain their own answers
(Siegler, 2002). One sign of the deeper processing was that
the solution times of the children who were asked to ex-
plain both correct and incorrect answers rose more (from
an average of 11 s to 25 s) over the first three trials than
did the times of children in the other two groups. Then the
answers of the children who were asked to explain correct
and incorrect answers returned to the original 10–11 s,
showing that there was nothing inherently more time-con-
suming about the new strategy. Children who explained
both types of answers also more often solved the problems
not by the simplest strategy of adding A � B but, instead,
by more conceptually advanced approaches, such as figur-
ing out what number to add to the right side so that the
values on the left and right sides would be the same. This
strategy, unlike adding A � B, could be extended to trans-
fer problems such as A � B � C � _____ � D.

Another mechanism that may contribute to the effective-
ness of explaining why incorrect answers are incorrect is
weakening of the associative strength of flawed strategies.
The frequency of the incorrect strategy that initially pre-
dominated in Siegler (2002)—adding A � B � C—de-
creased much more rapidly in the group that was asked to
explain why that strategy was wrong as well as why a dif-
ferent strategy was right. Given the prolonged competition
that characterizes uptake of most strategies, experiences
that weaken older, nonoptimal strategies should generally
enhance the uptake of new, superior alternatives.

One reason why requests to explain observations and
statements by teachers and textbooks is of such interest is
its potential for improving classroom instruction. Encour-
agement of self-explanations requires no technology or
funding to use, can be applied to virtually any subject, and
has already been shown to improve the learning of persons
from kindergarten age through adulthood. Moreover, such
questions can be used to supplement almost any curricu-
lum. Thus, encouraging self-explanations seems very prom-
ising as a means for improving education.
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Relations Between Learning and Development

The relation of learning to development has been of inter-
est throughout the history of developmental psychology.
Classical theorists adopted conflicting stances regarding it.
Vygotsky (1934/1962) and Werner (1948) viewed short-
term change as a miniature version of long-term change,
with the same sequence of qualitatively different stages and
the same underlying processes. Learning theorists such as
Kendler and Kendler (1962) also viewed the two as being
driven by the same processes, though they portrayed both
as being gradual and continuous rather than including qual-
itatively discrete stages. Piaget (1964) took a third stance;
from his perspective, development and learning were dis-
similar. Within this view, development involved the cre-
ation of new, qualitatively distinct structures, whereas
learning just filled in specific content within the structures.

This issue has continued to be of great interest within
the new field of children’s learning. There seems to be a
broad consensus that learning and development have a
great deal in common, both at the level of behavior and at
the level of underlying mechanisms. This consensus in-
cludes exponents of dynamic systems theories (e.g., Thelen
& Corbetta, 2002), neo-Piagetian theories (Granott, 2002),
and information-processing theories (Siegler, in press). For
example, Thelen and Corbetta (2002) stated, “We study
microdevelopment because we believe that the processes
that cause change in a matter of minutes or hours are the
same as those working over months or years” (p. 60).

The type of evidence that has led to this conclusion is
exemplified by a study of class inclusion that combined
cross-sectional methods for studying age-related change
with microgenetic methods for studying learning (Siegler
& Svetina, 2002). In the cross-sectional portion of the
study, six-, seven-, and eight-year-olds were presented with
matrix-completion and conservation problems within a sin-
gle session. In the microgenetic portion, a randomly se-
lected half of the six-year-olds who participated in the
cross-sectional portion were then presented with four ses-
sions of feedback and self-explanation questions on matrix-
completion problems. Two months later, they, as well as
the six-year-olds who were not presented with these learn-
ing sessions, were presented with a posttest on matrix com-
pletion and conservation.

A measure of the global amount of learning produced
by the four learning sessions—the pretest-to-posttest in-
crease in percentage of correct answers—was comparable
to the increase on the same measure between six- and
seven-year-olds in the cross-sectional part of the study.
This allowed a test of whether the detailed patterns of
change with age and with learning were also comparable.

Examination of 11 measures of performance indicated
that the changes were indeed highly similar. On 5 of the
11 measures, significant improvements occurred with both

age and participation in the four learning sessions; on an-
other 5 measures, no significant improvements were appar-
ent with either age or participation in the learning sessions.
The specificity of the matches was often striking. For ex-
ample, the number of answers that were correct on the size
dimension showed significant improvement in both com-
parisons, but the number of explanations that cited size did
not show significant changes in either. At both ages and at
both pretest and posttest, the same characteristic error was
present; in all cases, it accounted for about 70% of the to-
tal errors (vs. 30% for the other four errors combined).
Improvements following the learning sessions also were
extremely stable over time and showed generalization to
the conservation tasks; such stability and generalization are
attributes that Piaget viewed as defining characteristics of
development—and not of learning.

Findings like those of Siegler and Svetina (2002) indi-
cate that at least some types of learning are highly similar
to the age-related changes described by Piaget and other
developmental theorists. Indeed, much of the rebirth of the
field is attributable to insights from the study of age-related
change being incorporated into the study of children’s
learning. This has created a distinctively developmental
approach to learning, one that emphasizes both qualitative
and quantitative change. Understanding of children’s learn-
ing and understanding of child development more generally
are the richer for it.

Author’s Note
Correspondence concerning this article should be ad-
dressed to Robert S. Siegler, Department of Psychology,
Carnegie Mellon University, Room 331A, Baker Hall,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213. E-mail: rs7k@andrew.cmu.edu
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